PYRENEES TOUR 2
From Bilbao to Aragon

AMAZING TOURS

Few experiences are as rewarding and awe-inspiring as cycling in the
majestic mountains of the Pyrenees. This cycling tour takes us from Bilbao,
along the stunning Basque Coast, visiting San Sebastian for some tapas,
and through the Basque Pyrenees both on the Spanish and French side.
The variety of landscapes and cultures, the famous mountain passes and
exquisite gastronomy make this an unforgettable experience.
PROGRAMME

Day 1. Arrival
Arrival at the airport of Bilbao and transfer to San Juan de Gaztelugatxe
(45min)

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 1: San Juan de Gaztelugatxe – Mundaka - Mutriku
Distance: 65 km, 740 mts positive gain

At the airport of Bilbao we take a transfer to San Juan de Gaztelugatxe.
From the amazing scenery of the Basque Coast, our tour starts with a
challenging rollercoaster road that takes us eastwards. We stop at the
stunning fishing village of Mundaka, renowned for one of the worlds best
waves. We cycle through tranquile forests until we arrive at Mutriku.

Stage 2. Mutriku– Zumaya – Zarautz – Hondarribia
Distance: 80km + 1300mts positive gain

On this relaxing day along the abrupt Basque Coast, we climb up some of
the inland hills to enjoy amazing views. We ride through San Sebastian,
one of the most beautiful cities of Spain and start to climb the Jaizkibel, the
first of this tour´s mountain passes, that takes us to the wonderful village
of Hondarribia.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 3. Hondarribia – Zugarramurdi – Roncesvalles
Distance: 100km, 1.900mts positive gain

Today we are heading for the Pyrenees via the famous Saint Jacobs Pilgrim
´s town of Saint Jean de Luz (France). Slowly but surely the mountains are
getting bigger and tougher. As we crisscross the French-Spanish border
through forests, we have time to visit the caves of Zugarramundi. This site
marks the beginning of the more challenging part of the day, climbing
several smaller mountain passes that will leasd us to Roncesvalles. In this
beautiful little high mountain village we spend the night.

Stage 4. Roncesvalles – Larrau - Calla
Distance: 90km / 1700 mts positive gain

Along quiet backroads we head towards the mountain pass of Larrau. We
stop at the viewpoint of Ariztokia and continue along a narrow road that
goes up and down through forest until we reach the foot of the mountain.
From here we cycle further up the mythical mountain pass, until we reach
the top. A few surprises on our way down towards the hotel for a well
deserved dinner and good night sleep to prepare tomorrow´s queen stage!

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 5. Calla – La Pierre de Saint Martin – Marie Blanche - Bielle
Distance: 95km / 2550mts positive gain – queen stage

This is our tour´s queen stage and it is a belter. We pay hommage to the
mythical stages of the Tour de France as we climb two giants that will
demand the best of us. The mountain pass of La Pierre Saint Martin can be
attacked from seven different sides so we can choose the gradient. After a
very long descent and a nice coffee break, we start the second and last
climb of the day. The Marie Blanche mountain pass is shorter but the last 4
kilometers are tough. From the top we embark on what is probably one of
the most beautiful descents that can be ridden on a bicycle.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 6. Viela – Portalet – Sabiñánigo
Distance: 80km / 1800mts positive gain

We leave the village of Viela to climb our last big mountain pass of el
Portalet. With almost 30 km and a gradient between 4 and 6%, this climb
will require patience and perfect management of our strenghts. We take a
short break at the lake, halfway up the mountain. The hardest and most
beautiful part is yet to come though. The last kilometers are of
extraordinary beauty. On the descent we can decide to go straight into the
town of Sabiñanigo or if we want a last “surprise” before we get to the
hotel.

Stage 7. Sabiñánigo – Cañones de Guara - Embalse de Grau
Distance: 82km / 1250mts positive gain

Last day of our tour. We leave the Pyrenees behind to cycle into the Nature
Reserve of Cañones de la Sierra de Guara, a region marked by abrupt
canyons and a vast wilderness. Today’s stage is more relaxing, with less
climbing so we can enjoy the landscape. Our final destination is the Lake of
Grau, from where we take a transfer to Barcelona.
Day 8. Free day in Barcelona and transfer to the airport
Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

ACCOMMODATION*

All the hotels are 4stars or hotels of 4star quality and with bicycle specific
infrastructure. We carefully select and test the accommodation you will be
staying in and will be confirmed prior to departure.

AMAZING TOUR EXPERIENCES AND PRICES
AMAZING TOUR PRO EXPERIENCE

 6 to 12 PARTICIPANTS
 2.695€ PER PERSON

Included:
 Route designed to the needs of your group
 We can adapt the route during the tour
 Coach/manager from the cyclist team Cycling No Limit, (Miquel
Mestres), mentoring and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
 English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
 Stops in emblematic points
 Solid and liquid provisioning
 BH spare bikes on route
 Vision spare wheels on route
 4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
 Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
 Transfer of luggage during all the stages








OPTIONAL:
Personalized Castelli maillot
High quality rental bike
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route
Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

 Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 Helmet UVEX RACE 9

AMAZING TOUR DELUXE EXPERIENCE

 6 to 12 PARTICIPANTS
 3.695€ PER PERSON

Included:
 Route designed to the needs of your group
 We can adapt the route during the tour
 Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
 Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres), mentoring
and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
 English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team.
 Stops in emblematic points
 Solid and liquid provisioning
 BH spare bikes on route
 Vision spare wheels on route
 4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
 Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
 Transfer of luggage during all the stages
 Personalized Castelli maillot/design Ineos team
Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

 Polo/shirt
 Professional nutrition products during and after the route
 Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
 The best local wines and beers during the dinners
 Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday

OPTIONAL:
-Recovery massages at the end of a stage
-Helmet UVEX RACE 9
-High quality rental bike

AMAZING TOUR EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE

 FROM 2 PARTICIPANTS
 4.695€ PER PERSON
















Included:

Route designed to the needs of your group
We can adapt the route during the tour
Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres), mentoring
and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
Stops in emblematic points
Solid and liquid provisioning
BH spare bikes on route
Vision spare wheels on route
4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
Transfer of luggage during all the stages
Personalized Castelli Maillot/design and Ineos quality team
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

 Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
 The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
 Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday
 Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 Helmet UVEX RACE
 High quality rental bike

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

